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■ ENGINE: 3442cc/6cyl/DOHC
,*8&3.3:.8*848-*.63*<8'&6'*(9*
=492.,-8
■ POWER: 210bhp@5500rpm
■ GEARBOX: 4-spd manual
■ BRAKES: discs front and rear
■ MAX SPEED: 124mph
■ 0-60MPH: 10.4sec
■ MPG: 18
■ PRICE WHEN NEW: £1844
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e can see clearly now
the paint has gone. We
can see all obstacles in
our way Î or so the song (almost)
goes. The JaguarÓs trip to paint,
rust and underseal removal
specialist Surface Processing (SP)
in Dudley has been something of
a revelation.
The car was taken to the Black
Country on the back of a trailer,
sitting on pallets and tightly
secured with ratchet straps
Î whereupon it was lifted, using a
fork-lift truck, and transpor ted
into the main stripping plant at
SP. The place is a constant hive of
noisy activity Î many car
components manufactured
overseas are brought here for
thorough de-greasing or paint
removal, before being treated to
the full SP protection process.
This has been found necessar y
by many manufacturers, due to a
lesser quality of Ünish and
protection offered without the
Dudley ÜrmÓs expertise. SP has
brought this know-how to the

pressure-washed. It is then
immersed into a heated alkaline
solution for a few hours. This
process strips away any
remaining contaminants, leaving
a bare shell, which is again jetwashed, leaving bare metal.
Next, the shell is immersed in a
hydrochloric acid solution, which
also contains inhibitors. This is
where the rust is dissolved, leaving
good metal unharmed due to the
action of the inhibitors.
Any acid remaining on the shell
must be neutralised. The agent
used in this process is a high
alkaline solution, so the car Ünds
$TKPIKPVJGETCPG
itself immersed again. It emerges
The bodyshell is placed into a
with its metalwork bright, and is
metal cradle, and both the cradle
given a Ünal pressure-wash using a
and shell are raised and
water and preservative.
a
with
position
into
vred
manoeu
then
is
gantry crane. The cradle
0QYÀWUJ
lowered into the vat where the
For this Ünal process to be
solution strips away any heavy
effective, the carÓs exterior,
Î
nants
contami
organic
interior and underneath must be
silicone
underseal, seam sealer,
sprayed, all of which is
rubber and Üller, as well as most
performed thoroughly to ensure
of the paint. After this the car is
all contaminants are Ýushed out
and
vat
the
from
removed

world of classic car restoration.
The process involves the
restorer Ürst stripping the car of
absolutely all components to
leave a doorless bodyshell. Any
aluminium parts must be
removed as these will be eaten
away by the heated stripping
medium. Our Jag features door
hinges fabricated using
aluminium, which we had
inadvertently left attached to the
car, and SP will not undertake
any parts removal. Some hasty
screwdrivering was called for.
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B u y

of the strengthening channels
and seams.
The Ünal washing process
takes a couple of hours to
complete, leaving the bare-metal
shell looking as new Î except for
the holes and jagged edges. The
doors, bonnet and bootlid go
through the same process
separately.

9JCVFQYGJCXGNGHV!

The process is very thorough,
bringing to light many hitherto
unseen Üligree sections of the
shell. John Simpson, under
normal circumstances a giant of a
man, was barely a six-footer after
taking a Ürst look at what was
left. I attempted to raise his
spirits by making light of the
situation Î after all, thereÓs very
little preparation of the metal
necessar y, but then thereÓs very
little remaining of certain
sections. We raised the car and
placed it on stands in order to
assess the reality.
The front crossmember,

useful contactS
www.jec.org.uk

■ 50)$CTTCVV01746 765432,

www.sngbarratt.com

■ 5WTHCEG2TQEGUUKPI
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01384 242010,
www.surfaceprocessing.
co.uk
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This is going to be a bit-by-bit
restoration, such is the sorry state of
our Mk2. None of us was prepared for
what was left after the rescued Jaguar
went for a nice warm acid bath.

The bodyshell is given
a Þnal thorough wash.

■ ,CIWCT'PVJWUKCUVU¶%NWD

Our Jag emerges from its bath,
rust- and contaminant-free.

J a g u a r

SNG Barratt USA,
Manchester, NH 03104, USA
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crowsÓ-feet and diagonals are in a
poor way, but we knew this to be
the case already. ItÓs likely that
weÓll need to remove the already
repaired front wheelarches, as
these replacement panels will
obscure the true extent of the
work needed at the leading edge
of the sills. WeÓll have to weld in
plenty of bracing bars to keep the
shell rigid during the restoration,
which should turn out to be one

ofthe most thorough restorations
the magazine has tackled to date.
Grim news awaited us around
the rear wheelarches, where
much of the inner no longer
meets the outer. Also the inner
surface, behind where the rear
wheels should be, is, in places,
like a lace doily. On the optimistic
side, at least most major sections
are available, but we shall be
demanding all able-bodied

welders, panel-beaters and
tinsmiths to be on hand to take a
turn, as there will be many small
patches needing to be fabricated
and afÜxed.
The rear spring reinforcing
channels are in pretty good
shape, but the attached
outriggers are a mess. This is
clearly going to be a major
project, and many readers must
fairly be asking the questions Î

why bother? Surely, this is an
uneconomical restoration?
The simple answer is that by
taking on the worst, we hope to
be able to give you a more
comprehensive guide to the
pitfalls of restoring classic cars
that have gone way past their
best. After all, if weÓre brave
(foolish) enough to take this on,
just think what kind of monster
project we could tackle next.
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The JagÕs shell was
raised on to stands
for inspection and
to allow work to
commence. We may Þnd
it easier to use a roller
during much of the
restoration, but for now
weÕll support the shell
using known points of
strength. One of the Þrst
jobs will be to weld in
some support across the
door apertures.
When looking at your
own car Ð take your time.
Assess the full extent of
the work and then break
it down into manageable
individual projects. That
way, you can tell yourself
that some sections have
been completed.
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